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Abstract: The major requirement of wireless sensor network is the energy efficiency. It is the MAC where
designing such type of MAC protocols which fulfill the desires of the network and energy efficiency can also
be achieved. There are a lot of applications in which the requirement are different and a MAC protocol is not
efficient for these types of application. Here we describe a new protocol D-TDMAC, based on TDMA MAC,
designed for dynamic sensing applications. CH is responsible for allocating slots to the nodes. The free slot
is efficiently used by the other nodes which require more slot. Interference due to intra cluster or inter cluster
communication is avoided by D-TDMAC. Overhearing is also significantly eliminated.
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INTRODUCTION channel at any time. When a node accesses the channel

Wireless sensor networks contain sensor nodes of allocate channel in a coordinated way. The channel is
small size which are powered by small batteries resources. divided in time slot every node transmit its data in its own
These nodes are deployed in the sensing field and sense time slot. Collision is minimized in schedule based MAC
some parameter like motion, temperature pressure etc and protocols.
these readings are sent to the base station through  In this paper present TDMA based MAC protocol
wireless communication for final processing. The source (D-TDMAC). The main aim of this protocol is that it is
of energy is limited. In some application the replacing of designed for those applications which require dynamic
batteries is not possible. There is a lot of research carried data transmission. The nodes in D-TDMAC are arranged
out in the  designing  of  the  protocol;  node  hardware in a cluster. The time slot in the frame is dynamically
and deployment of nodes for achievingenergy efficiency. assigned to  the  nodes.  The  nodes  send  their  request
The cause of energy wastage is minimized in medium to CH and then the CH will allocate a  slot  to  the  node.
access control. He free slots are allocated to the nodes which have high

The causes of energy wastage are Collision, ideal priority.
listing, control  packet  overhead  and  overhearing  [1].
A collision occurs when different node transmits at the Related Work: A number of protocols are proposed in
same time which will cause the failure of data and will wireless sensor networks. SMAC [2] is one of the most
need retransmission. Ideal listing, a node on their receiver discussed protocols. The energy is saved in SMAC by
and there is nothing for it to receive. Control packet listing and sleeping interval. The nodes turn off its radio
overhead is caused by the packet for management in sleeping interval to save energy. The neighboring node
purposes.Overhearing when the node receives data of keeps the listing and sleeping interval which  form a
other nodes. virtual cluster. TMAC is  the  enhancement  in  SMAC.

The MAC protocol can be classified into two The listing  interval  is  dynamically  adjusted according
categories Contention based MAC, Schedule based to  the  condition.  BMAC  [3]   the   node  schedule
MAC. In contention based MAC protocol channel is not sleeps independently. The channel is check using LPL
divided into sub channel. Every node can access the (low  power listing) to know either there is activity for it to

then it will transmit its data. The schedule based MAC
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receive. While transmitting preamble is sent to the Offset Selection: Offset is used to avoid the interface B/w
receivers as to alert the receiver. The duration of preamble the neighboring cluster. Each CH selects an offset which
is equal to LPL. WiseMAC [4] has the technique similar to is different from its neighboring CH. The offset depend on
BMAC however WiseMAC share it with the neighbors. the sense node density. In the most scenarios, four
ZMAC [5]  is   the    hybrid    of   TDMA/CSMA  protocol. different offset are used. At the start every CH set a
Nodes have a slot for transmission while the free slot of random time in the range of 0 to Tmax and on their
other nodes can also be used by using prioritized backup. receiver. When the node's timer is fired an offset is
TDMAC[6] is TDMA based MAC protocol designed for selected from the set of offset and broadcast it all other
periodic sensing application. node marks the offset as used. And nodes reset the timer

D-TDMAC (TDMA-based MAC) PROTOCOL: This all CH select an offset.
section describes D-TDMAC. The aim of D-TDMAC is to
reduce the energy consumption. The node of D-TDMAC Steady State Phase: The steady state phase consists of
is organized in a cluster. The frame duration id divided in the transmission of data to the base station. Time is split
time slot. The node sends a request for a slot to the CH in the frame
then the CH will allocate a slot to the node.  The  multihop The frame of D-TDMAC is divided in frame slot.
communication is used for forwarding data to the base Initially  these   slots   are   not  allocated  to  the  node.
station. The operation of D-TDMAC perform in two The node's sitter request for a slot to the CH. this request
phases contain no of require slot and the remaining power of the

Setup phase and broad cast it to the node.
Steady state phase The  Fig (1)   shows   the   format   of  the  frame  of

Setup Phase: The setup phase further consists of three length of slot duration. N is the number of nodes in the
phases cluster. N slot is for the nodes which also including slot

Cluster Formation Phase: The formation of cluster is and allocation of slot to the node by CH. N+2 and N+3 are
similar as in LEACH [7]. A node  declared  itself  to  be the for the new node which join the cluster. N+ 4 slot is for
CH and broadcast the invitation packet to the neighboring broadcast control information. N+ 5 slot is for transmitting
node to join the cluster. The non cluster head receives the data to the next hop CH. The node can calculate its slot
invitation request from more than one cluster. The node time using frame start time and its node ID by the
selects the invitation of the CH which has the strongest expression
received signal strength. Within the cluster each node has
a unique ID which is assigned to the node by CH; these node Slot Time = frame Start Time +
ID is unique within the cluster. A special type of cluster node ID * (ISS + slot Duration) (1)
of CH is formed by the sink.

Next Hop Identification: After the  formation  of  cluster inter slot space (ISS). The inter slot space is the
the next hop packet is broadcast by the sink. The packet segregation in time between the slots in the frame.
contains  the  count  field  which   is   set   to   be  zero.
The packet is broadcast only for CHs the other nodes will ISS = (number of Offsets – 1) *
drop this packet. The CH which receive this packet, set slot Time + Number of Offsets * guard Period (2)
sink as next hop. The same packet  is  broadcast by the
node by setting the cluster  ID  as  a  source  ID   and   the Start of frame Calculation: The cluster frame should
count is increment by one. This process repeats until all initiate before its next hop so the CH has to receive the
he CH knows its next hop. After discovery of the nexthop reading of the nodes of its cluster in the interval its slot
every CH infer its next hop CH that it will use as reach in the next hop cluster. To shirk the interference
nexthopCH for the transmission of data. It assigns an ID between neighboring clusters offset is used to displace
by nextHOP. In the next hop the CH is treated as a normal the slots in time with respect to other neighboring clusters
node. to confirm  that neighboring cluster slots doesn’t overlap

in the range of 0 to Tmax/2. This process continues until

node. Based on it the CH will allocate a slot to the node

D-TDMAC. The frame contains N+5 slot which has a

for earlier hop CH. N+1 slot is for node request for slots

Inter Slot Space (ISS):These slots are separated by an
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Fig. 1:

with own slots. Let's consider two clusters A and B. Priority Check: The CH will check the priority between
Cluster A is the next hop of Cluster B. CH A frame time is the nodes which request for more slots. The priority
NextHopStartTime While the ID assign by CH-A to CH-B consists of two constraints:
is the NextHopNodeID.TheNextHopSlotTime is calculated
by The node which has max data.

T next Hop Slot = next Hop Frames Start +
next Hop Node ID * (ISS + slot Time) (3) priority Ni = (slot Red + 1/rem Energy) (5)

Transmission: So from the above equation, CH-B Data Commutation: Every node within the cluster sends
finished his N+4 slot of their frame, so the slot for its data to its cluster head. There is a slot in the next hop
transmission to nexthopoccur with his allocated slot in the cluster which the cluster head uses for forwarding data to
nexthop frame. So CH-B frame should start before the next hop cluster. By this approach the data from the
nextHopFrame sensor field reaches to the sink. clust2 is the next hop of

node Slot Time = has a slot for clust4 similarly clust3 has a slot for clust5.
(frame Start Time + node ID * (ISS + CH receives its data and then forward in the last of their
slot Time)) * no Of Slot Allocation (4) frame

Frame Start Offset: If the frame of CH (i.e. CH-B) start New Node Addition:  The  new  node  added  to  the
according to equation … so its slot will be synchronized cluster,   slots    N+2    and   N+3   are  used.  When a
to the nextHopCH (i.e. CH-A) then the interference will node  wants  to join   a  cluster,  it  will  keep  it receiver
occur hence to avoid the interface frame start time is on and wait for the cluster join beacon which is
shifted according to the CHs selected offset. transmitted  by  cluster  at slot N+2.  Then  the  new node

Node Request for Slots: There are slots in which the node received by CH then the CH will allocate a node ID,frame
sends a request to CH for a slot. The time duration of startup and control information to newly joined node in
these slots equal to slot time. The nodes send their N+3 slot.
information to the CH in these slots. This information
containsrequired slots and remaining energy of the nodes. Node  Removal:   The  cluster  head  defines  a time

Allocation of Slots: The information received to CH then node   then    the    CH    will   consider  this  node  death
the CH will allocate slots to the node. The node which or  moved  to  another   cluster,   therefore  cluster head
requires one slot will allocate slots. There are some which will  remove this   node   from   the   list  of  cluster
have no data so there slot are free then these free slots are nodes. This node ID is kept in the list of unused IDs and
allocated to the node which require more than one slot this ID is given to the node which is newly arrived to the
according to the priority. cluster.

The nodewhich min power remaining.

clust4 and clust3 is the next hop of clust5, so both clust2

will send join request to the cluster. This request is

interval  in  which  the  CH  doesn’t  receive data from
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Fig. 2: Relative frame offset

Control Information  and  Synchronization  of  Time:
The protocols which are TDMA-based the clock of
cluster node should be synchronized with cluster head.
With the passage of time the node loses synchronization
with cluster head. Therefore cluster head broadcast the
synchronization information to all nodes of the cluster in
the slot N+4 which is reserved for it. The cluster nodes are
wakeup when this slot reaches.

D-TDMAC delay Model: The mathematical equation for
DTDMAC delay model is shown below. One frame
durationof D-TDMAC is the frame time and N is the
number of nodes in a cluster.

The maximum delay that arises for forwarding data
packet to the nexthop is.

max Delay In Clust = X1 * slot Time (6) Fig. 3: D-TDMAC Energy Consumption

where X is a random variable given Simulation and Results: D-TDMAC  protocol is

X1={0,1,2…N-1} The Castalia is developed for WSN and body area

where the Probability of X is given put in the sensing area of 200m x 200m. The simulation is

Xi = ((p ,*p ,*p ,...,p ,) * ((1 – are compared.0 1 2 i

p ,) * (1 – p ), ...(1 – p ))) (7) The Figure.3 shows the performance of D-TDAMC,i–1 i+2 N–2

When the data packet is passed to BS then the clear from the fig that D-TDAMC consumes less energy
maximum and minimum delay per hop is for all sample intervals. The energy consumption decrease

max Delay Per Hop = (X  + 5) * SMAC dose doesn't decrease.1

Slot Time (8) The  Figure.   4   shows   the   energy   consumption

where X1={0,1,2,.....(N+2)} duration  is  minimum  so  more  data is transmitted so will

simulated in Castalia [8] which is based on OMNet++ [9].

networks. For the simulation we put 55 nodes which were

run for D-TDMAC, SMAC and TDMAC and the results

TDMAC and SMAC for various simple intervals. As it is

as the sample interval increase in D-TDAMC where the

for  the  various  frame   duration.  When the frame
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Fig. 4: Energy at Different Fr Duration Networks, 51: 961-994.

Fig. 5: Energy per Data Packet pp: 2-4.

consume maximum energy while for the maximum frame Shafaat, 2012. A new Energy-Efficient TDMA-based
duration minimum data is transmitted will consume low MAC Protocol for Periodic Sensing Applications in
energy. Wireless Sensor Networks, IJCSI International

The energy consumption per packet of D-TDMAC, Journal of Computer Science, 9(4).
TDMAC and SMAC is compared for the different sample 7. Ying Wang, Mudi Xiong and Monte Carlo, 2005.
interval in Figure.5. The performance of D-TDMAC is Simulation of LEACH Protocol forWireless Sensor
better than TDMAC and SMAC. The energy Networks, IEEE 0-7695-2405-2/05.
consumption per packet increase as  an  increase in 8. OMNeT++ Network Simulation Framework,
sample interval, while in ideally the energy remains www.omnetpp.org
constant. This is because some energy is consumed in 9. Castalia, castalia.npc.nicta.com.au/ pdfs/ Castalia
idle mode. User Manual.pdf

CONCLUSION

D-TDMAC is developed for dynamic sensing
applications. The cause of energy wastage  is  minimized
in D-TDMAC. The free slot can be efficiently used by

other nodes. The allocation of slot is performed by CH.
The node only wakes up in their time slot thus eliminating
ideal listening. The D-TDMAC results show that the
energy consumption is less the TDMAC and SMAC. Slot
allocation is Dynamic in D-TDMAC. In D-TDMAC the
free slot is allocated in the same frame but it can be
enhanced by allocating the free slot to the nodes in
different frame so the delay will be much more minimized
hence more data will be transmitted.
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